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a b s t r a c t

Wind farm layout optimization is a critical step in the design of a wind energy project. In the literature,
the potential turbine positions employed in the layout optimization are often obtained by discretizing
the field using a Cartesian mesh. In this work, physical understanding is proposed to incorporate in the
design of potential turbine positions. Specifically, the known knowledge, that a staggered arrangement is
more efficient for extracting energy from wind than an aligned arrangement, is employed and imple-
mented using the staggered mesh approach, the unstructured mesh approach and the sunflower mesh
approach. Different mesh approaches are tested using two cases, i.e. case I, unidirectional uniform wind,
and case II, uniform wind with variable wind direction. The optimal layout obtained from the staggered
mesh approach performs the best for case I. For case II, the farm performance from different layouts is
similar. The performance of the layouts under off-design conditions is also tested for case I. For all
considered cases, the optimal layout obtained from the sunflower approach shows an overall good
performance.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Growing as a key player in the world’s energy supply, the cost of
wind energy has to be further reduced to keep economically
competitive [1]. Wind farm layout optimization (WFLO), which can
significantly influence the performance of a wind farm, is one
critical step in developing a wind energy project. A wind layout
optimization approach is often composed of an optimization al-
gorithm, a turbine wake model and objective functions. Optimi-
zation algorithms based on discrete variables are often employed in
the literature because of the nature of WFLO problems [2e4]. In
these approaches, the potential turbine locations are often defined
by a Cartesian mesh. Based on the pioneering work byMosetti et al.
[5], in this work physical understanding is proposed to incorporate
in the design of potential turbine locations as a first step towards
the development of a physics-informed approach for WFLO
problems.

Thewind turbine positions can be represented using continuous
linear Mechanics, Institute of
190, China.
variables or discrete variables. The continuous variable approach
allows a turbine to be installed anywhere satisfying certain con-
straints, while the discrete variable approach only offers a limited
number of potential positions. Only a few approaches are based on
continuous variables. For instance, Yunus et al. [6] employed an ant
colony algorithm based on continuous variables to optimize a wind
farm layout with specified number of turbines. The discrete
approach has been utilized by many researchers [3e5,7,8] since
Mosetti et al. [5], who first introduced the genetic algorithm to
WFLO problems. Other optimization algorithms have also been
employed in the literature, such as the binary particle swarm
optimization by Sittichoke et al. [9], a quadratic integer program
and a mixed integer linear program employed by Turner et al. [10].
Compared with gradient-based algorithms often ending at local
optimum, genetic algorithm performs better at finding global
optimal solutions. However, it also has some drawbacks, such as
slow convergence, loss of the best solution, and no assurance that a
global optimum will be found [11].

The turbine wake is featured by low wind speed and high ve-
locity fluctuations, which decreases the downwind turbine’s power
output and increases its fatigue loads. One key objective in WFLO is
to minimize the adverse impacts of turbine wakes on wind farm
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performance. The turbine wake can be modeled using computa-
tional models of different fidelities ranging from analytical engi-
neering models [12e17], models based on simplified Navier-Stokes
equations [18e20], Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
models [21e24] to large-eddy simulation (LES) [25e29]. Jensen
wake model [12,30] is the one widely used in WFLO problems,
which will also be employed in this work. Analytical models have
the advantage in terms of computing efficiency, but cannot accu-
rately predict the turbulence statistics in wind farms. High-fidelity
models like LES can accurately predict key dynamics of turbulent
flows in wind farms, e.g. wake meandering [31], but it is compu-
tational prohibitive for WFLO problems. To take into account more
physics of turbine wakes, a feasible approach is to incorporate our
physical understanding in WFLO instead of directly simulate wake
dynamics using high-fidelity models.

It has been shown in the literature numerically [32,33] and
experimentally [34,35] that a staggered turbine array can produce
more power than an aligned turbine array with the same turbine
density, because of larger turbine spacing in the downwind direc-
tion as turbines in every other row are offset in the lateral direction.
In this work, the knowledge, that a staggered turbine arrangement
is more efficient for energy extraction, for designing potential tur-
bine positions. The WFLO method is based on the classic work by
Mosetti et al. [5]. The optimization results are compared with those
from Grady et al. [7]. It is noted that this work only focuses on the
optimization of power extraction. Other costs, such as the instal-
lation and transportation cost and the operation & maintenance
cost, and restrictions related with technical feasibility especially for
offshore wind [36], are not considered.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The approach
employed for WFLO is described in section 2. Then, the optimiza-
tion results are presented in section 3. At last, conclusions from this
work are drawn in section 4.
2. Staggered mesh approach for physics-informed
optimization

The key idea of this work is to take into account the physics for
optimizing the wind farm layout in order to obtain wind farm
layout solutions closer to the global optimal solution. Specifically,
the staggered arrangement for discretizing the wind farm site,
which has been shown having better performance than the aligned
arrangement, is considered. In this section, the employed staggered
arrangement is first described in section 2.1, Jensen wake model
and the genetic algorithm are then presented in sections 2.2 and
2.3, respectively.
2.1. Staggered arrangement for discretizing the site

Two ideal scenarios, i.e. 1) uniform wind blowing only in one
direction, 2) uniform wind blowing evenly from all directions, are
considered. For the first scenario, the staggered arrangement can be
easily realized using a simple staggered mesh as shown in Fig. 1(a).
As seen, in the staggered mesh approach, the potential turbine
positions are defined by shifting every other row right by half grid
width. For the second scenario, a grid staggered for all wind di-
rection cannot be easily obtained. Two options, i.e. the unstructured
mesh approach and the sunflower mesh approach, are explored. In
the unstructured mesh approach, the site is discretized by un-
structured triangular cells with potential turbine locations defined
at cell centers. In the sunflower approach the potential turbine
positions are specified in away the same as the pattern of seeds in a
sunflower, which is given in polar coordinates r, f, for the kth po-
sition as follows [37]:
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fk¼ k137:5+; rk ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
fk

p
; (1)

where angle 137:5+ is often observed in the pattern of sunflower
seeds as well as in the arrangement of leaves, the lateral growth
program rk ¼ a

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
fk

p
ensures an equal area for each seed, and a is the

parameter for controlling the size of the area. In the staggeredmesh
approach, the potential turbine locations are perfectly staggered for
wind in the north-south directions. The unstructured mesh
approach and the sunflower mesh approach are intended to pro-
vide staggered arrangement for wind blowing from different
directions.

Considering only the above two ideal scenarios is because of the
lack of an approach for generating optimal potential turbine posi-
tions for complex wind conditions with non-uniform distributions
of wind speed and wind roses. The employed staggered mesh is
staggered in one direction. The other three meshes, on the other
hand, are approximately isotropic and homogeneous, which are
expected being ideal for uniformly distributed wind directions (this
needs to be examined further). The basic idea of the proposed
approach is to introduce staggered arrangement in the design of
potential turbine positions. It is straightforward for the first sce-
nario. For the second scenario, the unstructured mesh and the
sunflower mesh are just two attempts to introduce some degree of
staggering. For realistic wind conditions with varying wind speed
and complex wind roses, simply employing non Cartesian meshes
is not enough for the design of optimal potential turbine positions.
To develop a general approach for the design of potential turbine, a
measure for the degree of staggering (or other physics) has to be
developed first. With this measure, the optimal potential turbine
positions can then be designed for the optimization of wind farm
layouts.
2.2. Jensen wake model

One of the widely used wake models is Jensen wake model
[12,30]. With the momentum conservation and the assumption of
linear wake expansion, Jensen wake model gives the velocity u in
the wake as follows:

u
u0

¼1� 2a

ð1þ ax=r1Þ2
; (2)

where u0 is the undisturbed incoming wind velocity, x is the
downstream distance from the turbine, a is the axial induction
factor, a is the entertainment constant, and r1 is the initial radius of
the wake. The entertainment constant a, which describes the
growth rate of the wake width, is given by the following empirical
relation:

a¼ 0:5
lnðzh=z0Þ

; (3)

where zh is the hub height and z0 is the surface roughness length.
The initial wake radius r1, which is derived based on the one-
dimensional momentum theory, is computed as follows:

r1 ¼ r

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� a
1� 2a

r
; (4)

where r the radius of the rotor. The employed Jensen model is the
same as the one employed by Frandsen [30], which is different from
the model presented in Jensen’s paper [12] in the way how to
calculate the entrainment constant a and initial radius of the wake
r1. A typical wind speed distribution in turbine wake predicted by



Fig. 1. Potential turbine positions (green points) defined using different approaches for (a) the staggered mesh approach, (b) the unstructured mesh approach, and (c) the sunflower
mesh approach, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Jensen wake model is shown in Fig. 2.
In order to account for the effects of wakes from upwind tur-

bines on velocity deficit, the quadratic sum method [38] is used, in
which the wind speed ui at turbine i is calculated as:

�
1� ui

u0

�2

¼
Xn
j

�
1� uij

u0

�2

; (5)

where uij is thewind speed at turbine i due towake of turbine j, and
the summation is taken over the n turbines upwind of turbine i.
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Different wake models can also be employed. Reviews on different
types of modeling methods can be found in Ref. [39e42].

In this work, the same turbine as that in Ref. [5,7] is employed,
which has a hub height of 60 m and a rotor diameter of 40 m. The
surface roughness length z0 is 0:3 m. The turbine operational
condition is also the same as that in Ref. [5,7], that the thrust co-
efficient is CT ¼ 0:88 and the power curve is given as follows:

P¼0:3u3 kW; (6)

thus the total power extracted by the wind farm is calculated as



Fig. 2. Contour of axial wind speed in turbine wake predicted by Jensen wake model, in which u0 ¼ 12 m=s, a ¼ 0:33, and a ¼ 0:0944.
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follows:

Ptotal ¼
XN
i

0:3u3i kW; (7)

where N is the total number of turbines. With CT , the axial induc-
tion factor a ¼ 0:33 is obtained using the relation CT ¼ 4að1�aÞ for
the wake deficit calculation using Eq. (2)

2.3. Optimization method

Genetic algorithm for wind farm optimization as in Ref. [5,7],
which searches for the optimal solution by simulating Darwinian
natural evolution and genetic process. In genetic algorithm, the
individuals in a population which have the best fitness are more
likely to reproduce and impart their genetic information to the next
generation. As the process goes on, the genes which controls better
traits are inherited and the mean fitness of a population increases.
The elemental steps of genetic are Selection, Crossover, Mutation,
and Reinsertion, which are described in detail in Ref. [11].

As shown in Fig. 3, in WFLO problems, given the characteristics
of a potential wind farm site including the location, area, terrain,
wind and other constraints, potential turbine positions using a
physics-informed approach, e.g. the one described in section 2.1,
are first designed. Having these potential turbine positions, a
population of many different turbine layouts are generated, which
are binary arrays of 0s (no turbine) and 1s (turbine). The power
outputs of different layouts are calculated based on Jensen wake
model as described in section 2.2. The fitness of different layout is
evaluated based on the objective function, which will be described
later. According to fitness, parents are then selected to create new
generation of turbine positions using the genetic manipulation. If
Fig. 3. A flowchart of the present wind
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the optimization criteria is not met, the above iteration will be
repeated. In the end of this procedure the optimal turbine positions
giving the best fitness will be obtained. The total number of tur-
bines, which is not specified in the optimization process, is also an
output from this procedure. To design a wind farm, people often
have little or no information on the best number of turbines to be
installed. Fixing the number of turbines to be installed based on the
rated power capacity of a wind farm may overestimate or under-
estimate the full potential of wind energy that can be tapped [43].
On the other hand, having the number of turbines as a variable to
optimize in WFLO problems enable the possibility for an optimal
layout, which fully utilizes the energy potential of the site and
minimizes the negative effects of turbine wakes at the same time.

Different objective functions have been used the literature [11].
In this work, the objective function as in Ref. [5,7] is employed,
which is chosen as the cost per unit power produced shown as
follows:

Obj¼ cost
Ptotal

; (8)

where the total cost per year is given by Ref. [5].

cost¼N
�
2
3
þ1
3
exp

�
�0:00174N2

��
; (9)

which is non-dimensionalized using the annual cost of a single
turbine, and assumes a maximum cost reduction of 1/3 for each
turbine [5].

3. Results and discussions

Two cases the same as those reported by Grady et al. [7], i.e. case
farm layout optimization approach.
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I, unidirectional wind comes with a constant speed of u0 ¼ 12 m=

s, and case II, uniform wind comes from various direction with the
same probability, are considered. In case II the wind direction is
discretized into 36 segments when optimizing the wind farm
layout. The size of the wind farm is 50D� 50D. For the aligned and
staggered configurations, there are 100 potential turbine positions.
The unstructured and sunflower configurations are designed in a
way that the total numbers of potential turbine positions, which are
102 and 103 potential turbine positions, respectively, are approxi-
mately the same as that of the aligned and staggered
configurations.
3.1. Case I: unidirectional uniform wind

To validate the implementation of the present WFLO code, the
results of the aligned case computed in this work are compared
with those from Grady et al. [7]. As seen in Fig. 4(a), the turbine
Fig. 4. Optimal layouts obtained from different potential turbine positions for (a) aligned me
case I. Filled squares: Grady et al. [7]; Red crosses: present results; Green dots: potential posi
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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positions computed from the present work are identical with those
from Grady et al.‘s work [7]. When potential positions are aligned, a
clear left-right symmetry of the obtained turbine layout is observed
with the 1st row of turbines located in the first row of the grid
nodes to extract maximal power from the free wind, and the 2nd

and the 3rd rows of the turbines located in the 6th and the last rows
of the grid nodes, respectively, to minimize the overall impacts of
the 1st row turbine wakes on the second row turbines, and the 2nd

two turbine wakes on the last row turbines, and achieve an optimal
balance between wake interaction and power production. The
turbine layout from the staggered case as shown in Fig. 4(b), on the
other hand, is significantly different, with 20 turbines located in the
very front of the domain and 20 turbines located in the end of the
domain, respectively. With such staggered arrangement, turbines
in the first two rows can extract themost power from free incoming
wind and reduce the impacts of their wakes on downwind turbines.
The turbine layout obtained from the unstructured mesh is shown
sh, (b) staggered mesh, (c) unstructured mesh and (d) sunflower mesh, respectively for
tions for the sunflower mesh approach. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
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in Fig. 4(c). As seen, the turbine positions are not as organized as
those from the aligned and staggered cases. But if one examines
more carefully, it can be observed that the layout from the un-
structured case has some common features with the aligned and
staggered cases, that the turbines in the front and the rear of the
domain are placed in a staggered way as those obtained from the
staggered case, and some turbines are located in the middle of the
domain similar to that observed in the layout from the aligned case.
The layout obtained from the sunflower case is shown in Fig. 4(d). It
is seen that the obtained layout, which has a dumbbell shape with
most turbines located in the front and rear of wind farm, is
significantly different from those from the other three cases.

The characteristics of the optimal layouts obtained from
different cases are compared in Table 1. As seen, the efficiency of the

optimal layout (which is defined as h ¼ Ptotal
N0:3u3

0
) from the unstruc-

tured mesh case is similar with that from the aligned mesh case.
The efficiencies of the optimal layouts from the staggered and
sunflower cases, on the other hand, are about 5% and 2% higher
than those from the aligned and unstructured case, respectively,
with the staggered mesh configuration having the highest effi-
ciency. Furthermore, it is observed that the optimal total numbers
of turbines from the staggered, unstructured and sunflower cases
are about 30% larger than that from the aligned mesh case without
impairing the layout efficiency. An ideal value of the objective
function, i.e. Objideal ¼ 1:2860� 10�3 kW�1, can be obtained by
assuming all turbines facing free wind and finding the limit of the
following objective function

Obj¼
N
�
2
3 þ 1

3 exp
�
�0:00174N2

��

0:3u30N

¼ 1
0:3u30

�
2
3
þ1
3
exp

�
�0:00174N2

��
(10)

for N/∞, where u0 ¼ 12 m/s for the present cases As seen,
compared with the optimal solution of Grady et al. [7], the optimal
layout from the staggered case is closer to the ideal optimal solu-
tion. It should be noted that the performance improvement of 2%e
5% is significant for the revenue of a utility-scale wind farm as
estimated by Pao and Johnson [44] for turbine control algorithms.
The Obj value obtained in this work is lower than that obtained by
Marmidis et al. [45] for the same case, inwhichObj ¼ 1:4107� 10�3

for N ¼ 32, and that in Ref. [46], where Obj ¼ 1:5414� 10�3 for
N ¼ 31. The efficiency of the present optimal layout is better than
or similar with that in the literature. For instance, an increase of
3.2% in the produced power is observed in the paper by Gonz�alez
et al. [47] as compared with Grady et al.‘s results [7]. In the work by
Pookpunt and Ongsakul [48], the obtained efficiency is 92.01%,
which is lower than that obtained from the staggeredmesh and the
sunflower mesh.
Table 1
Characteristics of the optimal layouts obtained from different configurations of
potential turbine positions for case I. It is noticed that the unit of Obj is 1/kW because
that the cost computed using Eq. (9) is non-dimensionalized using cost/year of a
single turbine.

Aligned [7] Staggered Unstructured Sunflower

Obj (1/kW, � 10�3) 1.5436 1.3816 1.4470 1.3941
Ptotal(kW) 14310 19898 18605 20551
h (%) 92.02 96.96 92.03 94.39
N 30 40 39 42
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The wind fields from different optimal layouts are examined in
Fig. 5. As seen in Fig. 5(a) for the aligned case, all turbines in the
second and third rows are positioned in wakes from upwind tur-
bines. For the layout from the staggered case, on the other hand, the
wake effects are significantly less because of the larger turbine
spacings in the downwind direction. For the unstructured and
sunflower approach, the wind distributions are more complicated
than the other twowith the possibility that the rotor of one turbine
might be partially located in the near wake of its upwind turbines
as the incoming velocity at the center of the rotor is employed
without taking into account the distribution of the incoming ve-
locity on the rotor disk.

3.2. Case II: uniform wind with variable wind direction

In this section, the four different configurations for potential
turbine locations are applied to the case with uniformwind evenly
blowing from different wind directions. The same has been carried
out by Grady et al. [7] using an aligned mesh. As shown in Fig. 6(a),
differences between the present result and that from Ref. [7] are
observed. In the present results, more turbines are located around
the boundary, while in Grady et al.‘s results [7], the turbines are
distributed in a way close to uniform. The optimal layouts obtained
from the other three meshes for potential turbine positions are
shown in Fig. 6(b), (c), and 6(d). The turbine positions from the
three meshes are completely different but with one common
feature that about 65% of the turbines are located along the
boundary.

In Table 2, the performance of the optimal layouts obtained from
different configurations of turbine potential positions is compared.
It is seen that the efficiencies of the optimal layouts obtained in the
present work are approximately 2% more than that from Grady
et al. work [7]. It is also observed the optimal layouts from the
aligned, unstructured and sunflower meshes have 2 more turbines
than the unstructured mesh and those from Grady et al. [7] and
others [49,50]. As the Obj values are very similar for different
meshes and smaller than that fromGrady et al. [7], this increase of 2
more turbines is justified for the simple cost model employed in
this work. For complex cost models considering other aspects such
as the fatigue loads and the foundation cost for offshore wind, the
present optimal layouts need to be further examined and the cor-
responding optimal layouts can be significantly different from
those designed using the simple cost model.

Fig. 7 shows the wind field for different optimal layouts. It is
seen that the contours of the downwind velocity for the optimal
layouts from the staggered mesh, the unstructured mesh and the
sunflower mesh are more complicated than that from the aligned
mesh, in which less turbines are located in the middle of the
domain.

3.3. Performance for off-design conditions for case I

The real wind environment is very complicated. For a wind farm
sitewith a prevailingwind direction, it is still possible that thewind
blows from different wind directions. Thus, it is important to
further examine the performance of the optimal layout, which only
considers the prevailing wind direction. In this section, the per-
formance of the optimal layouts obtained from case I under an off-
design condition is examined. The turbine layouts examined are
shown in Fig. 4, which are optimized for wind from the north di-
rection using the four different meshes. In the considered off-
design condition, the wind blows from the east direction with the
same wind speed of 12 m/s as in case I. The turbine also operates



Fig. 5. Contours of downwind velocity for different optimal layouts for (a) optimal layout from the aligned mesh, (b) optimal layout from the staggered mesh, (c) optimal layout
from the unstructured mesh, and (d) sunflower, respectively for case I.
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under the same condition as in case I with its power computed
using Eq. (6).

The off-design performance of the four optimal layouts ob-
tained for case I is presented in Table 3. As seen, the efficiencies
are reduced by half for the optimal layouts from the aligned and
staggered meshes. The efficiencies of the optimal layouts from
the unstructured and sunflower meshes, on the other hand, are
still more than 75% of the efficiency for the design condition. The
corresponding wind fields from different layouts are shown in
Fig. 8. It is obvious that significant reductions on the efficiency
for the optimal layouts from aligned and staggered meshes are
caused by large velocity deficits because of small turbine spac-
ings along the east-west direction. It is noticed that this is an
extreme off-design condition that the wind blows in a direction
perpendicular with the prevailing wind direction. For other off-
design wind directions, the performance of optimal layouts ob-
tained from the aligned and staggered meshes may not be
1114
reduced that much. Since the wind comes parallel to the stag-
gered displacement in the staggered configuration, it turns to be
same configuration as the aligned, that the same efficiency is
shared. Turbines are arranged right in wakes on the aligned and
staggered configuration, which makes a significant power loss.
Due to the configuration that positions are staggered in every
direction, the sunflower has the best performance under this off-
design condition.

For off-design conditions, turbine wakes play a more impor-
tant role on the power production and dynamic loads on
downwind turbines. For the layouts from the aligned and stag-
gered meshes, except for the very upwind turbines, all other
turbines are fully immersed in wakes of their upwind turbines.
For the layouts from other two meshes especially for that from
the sunflower mesh, only several turbines are fully immersed in
wakes of their upwind turbines. Velocity deficits in turbine
wakes reduce energy available for downwind turbines and thus



Fig. 6. Optimal layouts obtained from different potential turbine positions for (a) aligned mesh, (b) staggered mesh, (c) unstructured mesh and (d) sunflower mesh, respectively for
case I. Filled squares: Grady et al. [7]; Red crosses: present results; Green dots: potential positions for the sunflower mesh approach. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 2
Characteristics of the optimal layouts obtained from different configurations of potential turbine positions for case II.

Aligned [7] Aligned Staggered Unstructured Sunflower

Obj (1/kW, � 10�3) 1.5666 1.5093 1.5147 1.5273 1.5155
Ptotal (kW) 17220 18596 18529 17627 18519
h (%) 85.17 87.49 87.18 87.19 87.13
N 39 41 41 39 41
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affect the power production of wind farms as examined in
Table 3. On the other hand, turbine-added turbulence in turbine
wake also affects the fatigue loads on downwind turbines. The
downwind turbines shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b) may suffer a
significant increase on fatigue loads on blades and the tower. The
downwind turbines shown in Fig. 8 (c) and (d), on the other
hand, may suffer partial loads on blades. Such fatigue loads are
affected by both wake shear-layer induced turbulence and tur-
bulence due to wake meandering, which cannot be accurately
modeled using analytical models yet, and should be considered
in further development of the proposed approach.
1115
4. Conclusions and future work

Optimal turbine layout design is critical for the performance of
wind farms. In this work, a physics-informed approach is proposed
based on the classic work byMosetti et al. [5] and Grady et al. [7] for
the optimization of wind farm layouts, which employs the genetic
algorithm for optimization and Jensen wake model with quadratic
superposition for the effects of turbine wakes on wind farm per-
formance. In the proposed approach, the physical understanding,
that a staggered arrangement can produce more power than an
aligned arrangement, is introduced to the design of potential



Fig. 7. Contours of downwind velocity for (a) optimal layout from the aligned mesh, (b) optimal layout from the staggered mesh, (c) optimal layout from the unstructured mesh, and
(d) optimal layout from the sunflower mesh, respectively for case II. For the plotted wind field, the wind blows from the north-east direction.

Table 3
Performance of the optimal layouts obtained from case I under off-design condi-
tions, in which the wind blows from the east direction perpendicular with the wind
direction in case I.

Aligned Staggered Unstructured Sunflower

Obj (1/kW, � 10�3) 3.1500 2.9403 1.8315 1.7452
Ptotal (kW) 7012 9350 14699 16417
h (%) 45.09 45.09 72.71 75.40
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turbine positions. This idea is tested through three different
meshes, i.e. the staggered mesh, the unstructured mesh and the
sunflower mesh and applied them to two cases for case I, uniform
wind blowing from one direction, and case II, uniformwind evenly
blowing from different directions. For case I, the performance of the
optimal layouts from the staggered mesh and the sunflower mesh
is higher than that of the other two layouts. For case II, the per-
formance of the four different optimal layouts is similar with each
other. The performance of the optimal layouts obtained in case I
was also tested for off-design conditions. The off-design
1116
performance of the layouts obtained from the unstructured mesh
and the sunflower mesh is observed better than the other two
layouts. Based on the results from the two cases, the sunflower
mesh for generating potential turbine locations is recommended
for real-life scenarios.

The proposed approach needs to be further developed to include
other crucial aspects and design variables in order to solve realistic
WFLO problems. This work employs a very simple cost model and
only maximizes the power production of the wind farm. Multiple
criteria need to be considered [51] in the future work, such as noise
[52,53], cost of the infrastructure [54] and operation & mainte-
nance cost [55]. Additionally, for offshore wind farms, the approach
needs to consider the cost related with foundation [56], which is
affected by scour at seabed around the foundation and determines
the region where wind turbine can be installed. For the design of
potential turbine positions, only ideal wind conditions (i.e. unidi-
rectional wind and uniform distribution of wind direction) are
tested for different meshes. How to design the optimal potential
turbine positions for different wind roses needs further investiga-
tion. Furthermore, only wind farms of square shape is considered in



Fig. 8. Off-design test on the optimal layouts from case I. Contours of downwind velocity for (a) optimal layout from the aligned mesh, (b) optimal layout from the staggered mesh,
(c) optimal layout from the unstructured mesh, and (d) optimal layout from the sunflower mesh. In this off-design test for the optimal layouts from case I, the wind blows from east.
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this work. Work needs to be done for wind farms of irregular
shapes and with restrictions [57]. Besides potential turbine posi-
tions, the shape of the wind farm can also be optimized by taking
into account the characteristics of wind resources before the opti-
mization of turbine positions [58]. In terms of applications, only
horizontal axis wind turbines are considered in this work. The
proposed methodology in principle can be extended to other en-
ergy harvesting technologies, such as the vertical axial wind tur-
bine [59,60], hydrokinetic turbines [61,62] and wave energy
collectors [63].
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Appendix A. Effects of mesh refinement on optimal layouts

In this appendix, the optimization performance on finer meshes
is examined for both case I and case II for the four different meshes.
In the cases presented in section 3, there are approximately 100
potential turbine positions. In the cases tested in this appendix,
approximately 400 potential turbine positions are employed for the
four meshes, with other setups the same as those for case I and case
II, respectively.

The optimal layouts obtained from refined meshes are shown in
Figures A.9 and A.10 for case I and case II, respectively. For case I
with unidirectional wind direction, it is observed that all turbines
are placed at the inlet and the outlet of the domain for all four
meshes. For the staggeredmesh and sunflower mesh, it is observed
Fig. A.9Grid refinement study for case I: optimal layouts obtained from (a) aligned mesh, (b)
times potential turbine positions more than those in section 3.1.
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that more turbines are placed near the inlet. With the refinement of
the mesh, the performance is improved with increased number of
wind turbines for the four different meshes as shown in Table A.4.
Because of the smaller spacing between adjacent turbines in the
transverse direction, it can be expected that the performance of the
turbine layout will be significantly reducedwhenwind blows in the
transverse direction. For case II with uniformly distributed wind
directions, the performance is slightly improved as shown in
Table A.5, which is not as significant as that for case I. The distri-
bution of the optimal turbine positions is also changed with rela-
tively less turbines placed in the central area of the domain. It is
noticed that the optimal layouts from the staggered mesh are not
the same as those from the refined alignedmesh for both case I and
case II.
staggered mesh, (c) unstructured mesh and (d) sunflower mesh with approximately 4



Fig. A.10Optimal layouts obtained from different refined potential turbines for (a) aligned mesh, (b) staggered mesh, (c) unstructured mesh and (d) sunflower mesh, respectively for
case II. Potential positions are four times more than those in section 3.2.

Table A.4Grid refinement study for case I: characteristics of the optimal layouts
obtained from meshes with approximately 4 times potential turbine positions.

Aligned Staggered Unstructured Sunflower

Obj (1/kW, � 10�3) 1.3688 1.3210 1.3424 1.3420
Ptotal (kW) 20083 23973 25464 24527
h (%) 96.85 98.39 96.32 96.56
N 40 47 51 49

Table A.5Grid refinement study for case II: characteristics of the optimal layouts
obtained from meshes with approximately 4 times potential turbine positions.

Aligned Staggered Unstructured Sunflower

Obj (1/kW, � 10�3) 1.4877 1.4861 1.4912 1.4961
Ptotal (kW) 19654 19278 19608 19150
h (%) 88.17 88.54 87.96 87.95
N 43 42 43 42
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